By: David A. Sargent

We are dealing here with an entire philosophy in the discipline of Parapsychology
known as Reflexology. With this in mind we need to lay some ground work and
rules for study because this subject is somewhat counterproductive in its nature
however the study of this subject in light of what the Bible says is enlightening as
the Bible is with all subjects. First and foremost I am NOT giving any credibility to
Psychology, Psychiatry, Parapsychology, or any psychic phenomenon. I do not
mean I don’t believe it is real, on the contrary, I do believe it is real and really evil.
Reflexology includes a number of alternative
and holistic medical diagnostic and healing
practices. These are considered to be natural
remedies by the practitioners and have for the
most part good success in diagnosing ailments of
all sorts. But is it a good practice? Is it right or
wrong? The end does not justify the means as
some teach. Just because the outcome of a thing
is good, does not make the means to that
outcome good. Is it good to be successful in
business? Is it right to lie, cheat and steel to get
that success?
In dealing with this subject some things
presented here are from the source and therefore
may not be suitable for all ages, or all levels of learning. The level and degree of
the depth of involvement in these arts gets deeper and darker as we progress.
One of the most used practices of Reflexology is Iridology which is the practice of
looking at the iris or color of the eye to determine what is wrong with a person.
This practice is purported to many to be a biblical practice because the Bible says
“The light of the body is the eye…” but this piecemeal form of biblical
interpritation is NOT a Bible Believing view of what the Bible SAYS. The fact is
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the Bible does say that, but it is NOT talking about Iridology in any way, shape or
form. Matthew 6:22, “The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be
single, thy whole body shall be full of light.” And Luke 11:34, “The light of the
body is the eye: therefore when thine eye is single, thy whole body also is full of
light; but when thine eye is evil, thy body also is full of darkness.” Look at the
context: Matthew 6:23-24, “But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of
darkness. If therefore the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that
darkness! No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love
the other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve
God and mammon.” And Luke 11:35-36, “Take heed therefore that the light
which is in thee be not darkness. If thy whole body therefore be full of light,
having no part dark, the whole shall be full of light, as when the bright shining of a
candle doth give thee light.” Yet the practitioners of Iridology insist on an esoteric
interpretation of the Bible as does all forms of Reflexology. Remember Genesis
3:5, “For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.” And Genesis 3:7, “And
the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they
sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons.” Yet they did not become
gods, but they did become like the spirit beings knowing good and evil: Genesis
3:22, “And the LORD God said, Behold, the man is become as one of us, to know
good and evil: and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life,
and eat, and live for ever:” God protected Adam from eating from the tree of life
and living in sin forever. But when his eyes were opened and was cursed because
of the gain of knowing good and evil. This has nothing to do with Reflexology at
all.
Your eyes are very important: Psalms 101:3a, “I will set no wicked thing before
mine eyes…” and Psalms 119:18, “Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold
wondrous things out of thy law.” Your eyes are meant to read the Bible; not be
read by others. Psalms 141:8, “But mine eyes are unto thee, O GOD the Lord: in
thee is my trust; leave not my soul destitute.” If your eyes are unto the Lord, why
are you entrusting them to a man who uses mapping charts like palmistry to tell
you the past and/or future?
Iridology is to look into the iris of the eye and diagnose what is wrong with the
subject. It is not biblical, it is not Christian and it is not scientific (true science)
From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iridology
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Iridology (also known as iridodiagnosis or iridiagnosis) is an alternative medicine
technique whose proponents claim that patterns, colors, and other characteristics of
the iris can be examined to determine information about a patient's systemic health.
Practitioners match their observations to iris charts, which divide the iris into zones
that correspond to specific parts of the human body. Iridologists see the eyes as
"windows" into the body's state of health.
Iridologists claim they can use the charts to distinguish between healthy systems and
organs in the body and those that are overactive, inflamed, or distressed. Iridologists
claim this information demonstrates a patient's susceptibility towards certain illnesses,
reflects past medical problems, or predicts later health problems.
As opposed to evidence-based medicine, iridology is not supported by quality
research studies and is widely considered pseudoscience. The features of the iris are
one of the most stable features on the human body throughout life. The stability of iris
structures is the foundation of the biometric technology which uses iris recognition for
identification purposes.
Scientific Research into Iridology
Well-controlled scientific evaluation of iridology has shown entirely negative results,
with all rigorous double blind tests failing to find any statistical significance to its
claims.
In 2015 the Australian Government's Department of Health published the results of a
review of alternative therapies that sought to determine if any were suitable for being
covered by health insurance. Iridology was one of 17 therapies evaluated for which no
clear evidence of effectiveness was found.
A German study from 1957 which took more than 4,000 iris photographs of more
than 1,000 people concluded that iridology was not useful as a diagnostic tool.
In 1979, Bernard Jensen, a leading American iridologist, and two other iridology
proponents failed to establish the basis of their practice when they examined
photographs of the eyes of 143 patients in an attempt to determine which ones had
kidney impairments. Of the patients, forty-eight had been diagnosed with kidney
disease, and the rest had normal kidney function. Based on their analysis of the
patients' irises, the three iridologists could not detect which patients had kidney
disease and which did not. One iridologist, for example, decided that 88% of the
normal patients had kidney disease, while another judged through his iris analysis that
74% of patients who needed artificial kidney treatment were normal.
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Iridology is pseudo-science, however is there something else going on during the
session? Is there a spiritual connection between the Iridologist and his subject? If
Bernard Jensen could not diagnose from photos, but can in person, there is
something else going on there in the spiritual realm and not in physics at all.

Notice that in the above graphic called Europiean Iris Markings Eye Reflexology
Chart that in the lower left corner there is a
person sitting in the position of Yoga and
Transidental Meditation of Eastern Religions.
Which also teach the doctrine of Karma; a
prevelant teaching in many “Christian” circles
of the televangilist of our day.
Reflexology of the Ear Chart has the
Yen/Yang symbols on them pointing to the
Eastern Religeons as well.
The Reflexology also includes Fact Charts,
Tongue Charts, Hand and Feet Charts. What is
important to grab hold of in this is that the
reader and the read must have a connection to
each other in some way or another. That is,
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there cannot be an absent patient with photos of the eye to be read.
This is because the Reflexologist has to subjagate the spiritual intity of his patient
to get an accurate reading. This brings to light the actual methodology of
Reflexology as a practice of spiritism. This is why
there is a connection to the Yen-Yang, Eastern
Mysticism, Yoga, and other such divination
connections.
Let me be very clear here, I am not saying that you
cannot diagnose ailments using Reflexology, there
is even Teath Reflexology Charts:
The question is: “is it RIGHT?” Not “does it make me feel good?” That is the
trouble with modernism and egocentric age we are living in. The mode these days
are “do what thou wilt” and “whatever makes you feel good” yet this veiled view
of values is just another pagan carnal humanistic view hatched out of hell.

Reflexology has other forms including the hands:
However in dealing with the hands
there is another chart very similar to
this that deals with the lines on the
hands called Palmstry with their
charts. So what is the difference in all
these things?
Why accept one and not the others?
They are from the same concepts and
philosopies, and all have the good
intentions to do good in the end, right? After all it is only the end result that
matters, right? After all the end justifies the means, RIGHT?
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NO, The end generally NEVER justifies the means. The end is NEVER seen until
the END. Refexology doesn’t stop there
from Palmstry we see other forms of
charting diagnostics for healing
including Yoga and Chakra. The Chakra
is yet a farther step into darkness than
earler forms of Refexology and it leads
to even deeper and darker forms of
degradation and depravity including Zen
Budism, Rosicrucian, Theosophists,
Freemasonry, Illuminati, and other occult
organizations.
Once you dable into the occult, it will
haunt you the rest of your life. The only
hope we have is to become a blood
pleader. Remember the Blood of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Which now before we go
further I plead the Blood over this and the
rest of this study. Now we will proceed
into what would logically come next. The
sinister darkness of some of the worst
characters in history which we will be
looking at in a moment.
The depth of degradation from here is
insurmountable and alltogather wretched.
Because the Eastern Mysticism goes
Westward and has invaded the world with
occult practices including the Christian
Churches. Many practice including karma sutraa which is extreemly perveted sex.
The karma teaching infitrated
through TV shows like Oprah who
invited many so called Christians
on her show that promoted this
practice in their teachings while
not calling it Karma it was
nevertheless implied. And by
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association she had people on that same show who did teach Karma doctrines. Yet
they never told the truth about karma sutraa because it includes having sex with
anyone and anything. It is a form a perversion that would procreate elephant
people, and satyrs, and is a form of nymphomania.

The horific result would be hybreds of all kinds like what happened in Genesis 6
when the Sons of God cohabitated with the women of men.
What these pagans are
teaching is the center of
the person between the
body and spirit is the mind
and by mental processes
you can achieve Karmah.
Their basis of the Chakra
Centers is not the brain
where a mind is located,
but the basis is the root
sex organs. That is their
number one Chakra.
These pagans place a lot of emphisis on sex, and are just fine with any kind of sex
with any one or any thing. This is seen in the Reflexology of Sex which is shown
in yet another chart.
They seem to have charts for just about everything. However because of the
graphic nature of these charts only the book cover is shown here and is still way
too graphic for a Bible study. Yet the truth needs to be seen because too many
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Christians are decieved into the more elementary forms of Reflexology and seem
to think that it is ok to be involved in them.
This graphic is not complete because I
decided to cover the viewable anatomy.
So now we are seeing just have far
Reflexology goes further than just looking
at the eye color. Yet there is actually more
to Iridology than what many realize. The
eyes are the most vulnerable entry into the
persona of the individual. Anyone that
knows the art of spirit subjugation can cross
the line through the eyes and receive
messages from spirits that know that
individual thus giving the impression that
they are reading the eyes. This deception is
how the practitioners get their readings,
some very much unknown how they are actually doing it and believe that they are
involved in a real scientific practice instead of a paranormal practice. Deuteronomy
18:9-13, “When thou art come into the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee,
thou shalt not learn to do after the abominations of those nations. There shall not
be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through
the fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a
witch, Or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a
necromancer. For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: and
because of these abominations the LORD thy God doth drive them out from before
thee. Thou shalt be perfect with the LORD thy God.”
The practice of all forms of Reflexology
comes under three of these abominations:
divination, consulter with familiar spirits
& necromancy. The necromancer usually
uses a tool or chart that the familiar spirits
have giving to men for the deception and
the practice or act of divining past, present
and/or future health or other things giving
an illusion of science and thereby deceives
the practitioner and their subject.
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One of the foremost occult practioners was Aleister Crowley who was very
wicked. His development of certain aspects of the
occult helped the pagan with their paganism and
practices of these Pseudosciences. The Horoscope is a
combined word Horror and Scope, and the Tarot Card
Deck depicts Terror.
The end never justifies the means, but these pagans
think that it does and so their motto is “Do what thou
wilt!” A proud statement from liars and deceivers to
produce their tyranical practices of deplorable
atrocoties and dispicable malicous acts of violence to
the innocent. These crimanals end up in Hell Fire and
Damnation because everyone of them rejected God’s
way and instead chose their own way.
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1 Samuel 25:17, “Now therefore know and consider what thou wilt do; for evil is
determined against our master, and against all his household: for he is such a son
of Belial, that a man cannot speak to him.” Evil is determined against their master
Satan. These are sons of Belial they speak of the damned: Romans 1:18-32, “For
the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness; Because that
which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto
them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power
and Godhead; so that they are without excuse: Because that, when they knew
God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in
their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing
themselves to be wise, they became fools, And changed the glory of the
uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man, and to birds,
and fourfooted beasts, and creeping things. Wherefore God also gave them up to
uncleanness through the lusts of their own hearts, to dishonour their own
bodies between themselves: Who changed the truth of God into a lie, and
worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for
ever. Amen. For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even
their women did change the natural use into that which is against nature: And
likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their
lust one toward another; men with men working that which is unseemly, and
receiving in themselves that recompence of their error which was meet. And
even as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over
to a reprobate mind, to do those things which are not convenient; Being filled
with all unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness;
full of envy, murder, debate, deceit, malignity; whisperers, Backbiters, haters
of God, despiteful, proud, boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to
parents, Without understanding, covenantbreakers, without natural affection,
implacable, unmerciful: Who knowing the judgment of God, that they which
commit such things are worthy of death, not only do the same, but have
pleasure in them that do them.” And Romans 2:13-15, “(For not the hearers of
the law are just before God, but the doers of the law shall be justified. For when the
Gentiles, which have not the law, do by nature the things contained in the law,
these, having not the law, are a law unto themselves: Which shew the work of
the law written in their hearts, their conscience also bearing witness, and their
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thoughts the mean while accusing or else excusing one another;)” and now on
that note lets look at Aleister Crowley:
From: http://www.rotten.com/library/conspiracy/oto/

Ordo Templi Orientis
(OTO)
As secret societies go, the Ordo Templi Orientis
scores high marks on the "society" front, but the
"secret" aspect is iffy.
After the Golden Dawn and the Freemasons, the
OTO is one of the worst kept secrets in modern
occultism.
Although it is most famously associated with
Aleister Crowley, the OTO had an illustrious
history of nearly 10 years before he came along!
Oops! Did I say 10 years? I meant 10,000 years.
Carl Kellner, the founder of the OTO, was an
initiated Mason from Austrian who had a strange encounter with three wise men while
attempting to find himself in Asia.
These keepers of the Sacred Whatever supposedly initiated him into a really, really
ancient tradition of magick and mysticism, which inspired him to create his own branch
of their secret society, the Hermetic Brotherhood of Light.
Later, Kellner hooked up with other Masons, Rosicrucians and Theosophists (whose
worldview was generally Gnostic and who believed that all religions were basically the
same religion). Kellner began to believe that he could unify the various esoteric traditions
of Freemasonry with the mysteries of science and religion.
This, of course, would empower him to create wealth,
health and world domination. Not a bad gig (if he had
pulled it off)!
Kellner created his own sect, an offshoot of Freemasonry
called the Ordo Templi Orientis (the Oriental Order of the
Templars). Unlike the Masons, the OTO would allow
women as members (expanding the potential base as well as
making the sex-orgy-rituals more fun, see below).
Otherwise, at this stage, the organization was fairly similar
to the Masons, and the inner circle of OTO leadership had
advanced Masonic degrees as a job requirement.
Kellner's partner in founding OTO was Theodor Reuss,
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who had previously tried to create a revival of the Illuminati.
A Rosicrucian, Grand Master Mason and 33rd Degree Scottish Rite Mason himself,
Reuss was also a singer and had taken part in the first performance of Parsifal several
years earlier. When Kellner died in 1905, Reuss took the OTO from fledgling concept to
formal group.
In addition to their membership in Masonry, Reuss and Kellner shared an interest in sex
magick, which was a major tenet of OTO practice. Reuss and Kellner translated tantric
sex manuals from the Orient and elsewhere and were enthused about its possibilities.
They were particularly interested in the properties of sexual fluids in the context of
alchemy. The theory (as understood by the uninitiated) generally went that the right
combination of male and female juices could be used to create a "Philosopher's Stone"
style magickal object of power, which could be used to create a homonculus, a magickal
child.
Or something like that. Reuss toiled away in relative obscurity but with much intrigue
and arcane doings involving groups with many weird names and numerical designations,
until a certain Aleister Crowley came on the scene in 1910.
On a trip to England, Reuss and Crowley had a meeting of the minds which resulted in
Crowley's accelerated initiation into some of the higher degrees of the OTO. Crowley
was, if anything, even more deeply immersed in sex magick than Reuss. He was also a
master at convincing people of his credibility, and Reuss bought into the Beast's
mystique.
In 1912, Crowley was named Grand Master of the OTO in Britain and Ireland, tweaked
slightly for Crowley's purposes. The lower degrees of the lodge were called the
M:.M:.M:. (funky punctuation is a must for occult orders), and Crowley's manifesto
announcing its launch managed to lay claim to possessing just about every conceivable
source of occult knowledge, including (but not limited to) the Knights Templar, the
Gnostics, the Illuminati, the Knights of Malta, the Holy Grail, the Rosicrucians, the
Masons (all Rites), the Golden Dawn (and all Hermetic traditions). Crowley liked to
think big.
It's hard to have a "secret" organization whose membership includes Crowley, so it's
fortunate that the OTO had always been (relatively) public. The man liked to talk; he
published the secrets of the Golden Dawn (of which he had formerly been a member) and
distributed them to anyone who could read. "Low profile" was not in his vocabulary. And
he had bigger plans than just staging orgies and granting himself self-important titles
(although he unabashedly enjoyed those activities as well).
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When Reuss died in 1921, the OTO became Crowley's playground. For the Great Beast,
the society offered an opportunity to evangelized his self-made religion, Thelema, which
was a mystical spiritual framework Crowley claimed to have channeled nearly 20 years
earlier. OTO was also a potential source of funds, along with just about everything and
everyone else in Crowley's world.
Under Crowley's somewhat laid-back leadership, OTO crept forward over the course of
decades. Crowley spearheaded an expansion into the United States, where the infamous
Agape Lodge of the OTO played host to the Antichrist stylings of Jack Parsons. Parsons,
of course, was mentor to L. Ron Hubbard, who swiped the OTO's Thelemic teachings,
rewrote them into bad science-fiction and called it Scientology.
In the wake of World War II, as Crowley aged, becoming ill and self-absorbed, the OTO
languished. Some branches dropped out entirely in protest of his ascension.
Crowley's successor, Karl Germer, oversaw the slowest period in what had not exactly
been a booming history thus far. From the late 1940s through the 1960s, the OTO proper
stopped accepting new members, while internecine warfare among various sects led to
further divisions.
When Germer died without naming a successor, bloody conflicts erupted and the
organization foundered leaderless for a time until Grady McMurty, a friend of Crowley's,
led a revival in 1969. McMurty launched a recruitment drive and sought new members,
establishing bases in Dublin and San Francisco. By this time, the damage had been done
and the OTO's membership has seriously splintered into a host of offshoots, each
claiming some sort of apostolic succession from Crowley, who was now the
personification of OTO.
McMurty's successor was elected by what was left of the Order, as per his wishes. The
leader, known as the "Caliph" prefers to be known only by his magical nom de guerre
Hymenaeus Beta (his secret identity is allegedly "William Breeze," but this couldn't be
independently confirmed). The organization today boasts a membership of around 3,000
(depending on who you ask). Interested hangers-on and assorted other sects would
substantially increase that figure.
The OTO is more like a religion than a cult, and its major rites are closely guarded secrets
that can for the most part be found by anyone who has a search engine. The
organization's members, like its icon, Crowley, just can't keep a secret.
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One of the most well-known OTO rituals is the Gnostic Mass, written by Crowley, which
is open to the uninitiated. The Gnostic Mass is surprisingly like a Catholic Mass, except
with more groping, a better sense of humor
and the naked chick sitting on the altar.
The really big secrets hoarded by the OTO
leadership have to do with sex magic. Higher
level OTO initiates apparently spend rather a
lot of time obsessing about penises (as did
Crowley himself). According to various
exposes of the OTO, the secrets include
swallowing sperm as the ultimate form of
Holy Communion, although some alleged
"secret" texts of the OTO specify that the
substance is "analogous" to sperm without
actually being sperm, whatever that's
supposed to mean.
Higher level initiates also learn a lot of tantric
stuff, which can hardly be considered
"secret," what with the Kama Sutra and more
advanced texts available in every bookstore.
Top OTO officials also practice
Masturbation, heterosexual intercourse and
homosexual intercourse for magical effect,
once again techniques that aren't exactly topsecret in occult circles.
One major text, Liber IAO, has actually managed to remain secret, or at least offline.
This book, allegedly by Crowley, supposedly delves further into the whole sperm-whichis-not-sperm thing, with all sorts of no-doubt dazzling benefits and magical powers
detailed at extraordinary length (as was Crowley's wont).
One wonders exactly why OTO bothers with the secrecy thing, given the widespread
discussion of its secrets and the blatant disregard Crowley himself showed for vows of
silence, but it seems to be very important to them, and the OTO has sued to block
publication of its most sacred rites and techniques. So if you're at a dinner party with an
OTO member, don't ask if he or she swallows, or you could be opening yourself up for a
world of hurt.

The symbolism used is a female sexual symbol, and is totally occultic in all
aspects. This representation of the dove or a challace are not Christian, they are
pagan. Many so called Christian groups use paganism to promote their version of
Christanity and practice paganism in various forms without knowing it. The rock
and roll music is Satanic music, the chanting and dancing are pagan practices.
Channeling for example is the act or practice of serving as a medium through
which a spirit guide purportedly communicates with living persons. This is what is
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called divination in the Bible. Using divining rods to find water, or the unknown
where abouts of things is the use of spirit guides. This usage is what is refered to as
spirit subjagation. The subjecting of spirits on others or having spirits
communitcate to each other for information. Another example is the term
Charismatic which is the exercising a compelling charm that inspires devotion in
others. A charmer or a soothsayer or nicromancer are all charismatic in nature.
This is not a Christian characteristic at all as it also means a magnetic personality.
And the term "slain in the spirit" is the exact same as the "Kundalini" experiance in
Hindu. This is NOT a biblical thing, it is a practice of spirit subjagation and the
manifestation of those devils upon people.
Hypnosis is used in all these forms of spiritism in the form of spirit subjagation
altering the state of the subject for certain types of control or to prove the validity
of the conjerer giving out that himself was some great one like Simon the sorcerer:
Acts 8:5-24, “Then Philip went down to the city of Samaria, and preached Christ
unto them. And the people with one accord gave heed unto those things which
Philip spake, hearing and seeing the miracles which he did. For unclean spirits,
crying with loud voice, came out of many that were possessed with them: and
many taken with palsies, and that were lame, were healed. And there was great joy
in that city. But there was a certain man, called Simon, which beforetime in the
same city used sorcery, and bewitched the people of Samaria, giving out that
himself was some great one: To whom they all gave heed, from the least to the
greatest, saying, This man is the great power of God. And to him they had
regard, because that of long time he had bewitched them with sorceries. But
when they believed Philip preaching the things concerning the kingdom of God,
and the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, both men and women. Then
Simon himself believed also: and when he was baptized, he continued with Philip,
and wondered, beholding the miracles and signs which were done. Now when the
apostles which were at Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received the word of
God, they sent unto them Peter and John: Who, when they were come down,
prayed for them, that they might receive the Holy Ghost: (For as yet he was fallen
upon none of them: only they were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus.) Then
laid they their hands on them, and they received the Holy Ghost. And when Simon
saw that through laying on of the apostles' hands the Holy Ghost was given, he
offered them money, Saying, Give me also this power, that on whomsoever I lay
hands, he may receive the Holy Ghost. But Peter said unto him, Thy money perish
with thee, because thou hast thought that the gift of God may be purchased with
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money. Thou hast neither part nor lot in this matter: for thy heart is not right in
the sight of God. Repent therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if
perhaps the thought of thine heart may be forgiven thee. For I perceive that thou
art in the gall of bitterness, and in the bond of iniquity. Then answered Simon,
and said, Pray ye to the Lord for me, that none of these things which ye have
spoken come upon me.”
Another example of a sorcerer is Elymas the sorcerer:
Acts 13:5-12, “And when they were at Salamis, they preached the word of God in
the synagogues of the Jews: and they had also John to their minister. And when
they had gone through the isle unto Paphos, they found a certain sorcerer, a false
prophet, a Jew, whose name was Barjesus: Which was with the deputy of the
country, Sergius Paulus, a prudent man; who called for Barnabas and Saul, and
desired to hear the word of God. But Elymas the sorcerer (for so is his name by
interpretation) withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.
Then Saul, (who also is called Paul,) filled with the Holy Ghost, set his eyes on
him, And said, O full of all subtilty and all mischief, thou child of the devil,
thou enemy of all righteousness, wilt thou not cease to pervert the right ways
of the Lord? And now, behold, the hand of the Lord is upon thee, and thou
shalt be blind, not seeing the sun for a season. And immediately there fell on
him a mist and a darkness; and he went about seeking some to lead him by the
hand. Then the deputy, when he saw what was done, believed, being astonished at
the doctrine of the Lord.”
Another example of this is found in the damsel possessed with a spirit of divination
who brough her masters much gain by soothsaying:
Acts 16:16-24, “And it came to pass, as we went to prayer, a certain damsel
possessed with a spirit of divination met us, which brought her masters much
gain by soothsaying: The same followed Paul and us, and cried, saying, These
men are the servants of the most high God, which shew unto us the way of
salvation. And this did she many days. But Paul, being grieved, turned and said to
the spirit, I command thee in the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her. And
he came out the same hour. And when her masters saw that the hope of their
gains was gone, they caught Paul and Silas, and drew them into the marketplace
unto the rulers, And brought them to the magistrates, saying, These men, being
Jews, do exceedingly trouble our city, And teach customs, which are not lawful for
us to receive, neither to observe, being Romans. And the multitude rose up
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together against them: and the magistrates rent off their clothes, and commanded to
beat them. And when they had laid many stripes upon them, they cast them into
prison, charging the jailor to keep them safely: Who, having received such a
charge, thrust them into the inner prison, and made their feet fast in the stocks.”
Then we also know that rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft:
1 Samuel 15:23, “For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as
iniquity and idolatry. Because thou hast rejected the word of the LORD, he hath
also rejected thee from being king.” This was King Sauls rejection by God.
Another site for research: https://www.quackwatch.org/01QuackeryRelatedTopics/iridology.html
Pseudoscience:
Terminology: Cargo cult science, Charlatan, Crank, Fringe theory (Fringe science,
Pseudoarchaeology, Pseudohistory), Junk science Paranormal, Pathological science,
Quackery, Snake oil, Superseded scientific theories, True-believer syndrome, Voodoo
science.
Examples: 2012 phenomenon, Acupuncture, Alchemy, Alternative medicine, Ancient
astronauts, Anthroposophic medicine, Applied kinesiology, Astrology, Bates method,
Biodynamic agriculture, Bloodletting, Body memory, Conversion therapy,
Catastrophism, Chiropractic, Chromotherapy, Colon cleansing, Conspiracy theory
(Moon landing conspiracy theories), Creation science, Crystal healing,
Cryptozoology, Dianetics, Dowsing, Ear candling, Electromagnetic hypersensitivity,
Germ theory denialism, HIV/AIDS denialism, Homeopathy, Humorism, Intelligent
design, Japhetic theory, Lunar effect, Lysenkoism, Magnet therapy, Melanin theory,
Naturopathy, Nazi archaeology, Nibiru cataclysm, Numerology, Perpetual motion,
Orgone, Phrenology, Polygraph, Quantum mysticism, Reiki, Scientific racism (Aryan
Race), Trepanning, Ufology.
(These are deemed Pseudoscience by the scientific community who believe in
Evolution. So they will lump Creation science, Intelligent design, with the rest of
these. But that does not mean that the others are also Christian in content.
It is important to apply spiritual discernment in these matters and not a carnal one as
these things have to do with healing the body, not the soul or the spirit. There must be
great care when dealing with spiritism and its deceptions. The healers in the Christian
circles are no less than spiritists with an agenda to getting wealth at the expense of
others. Yet in Acts 8:5-24 Peter denounced the money offer of Simon. Why would
anyone then ask for money: “seed” faith to be healed physically? That is just wicked.)
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Page purchased Aleister Crowley mansion in England, which had the largest occult
library in the UK. These people are not to be trusted; they are Satanist and deal
with spirit subjagation as does the practicioners of all the divination practices of
Reflexology including Iridology, Palmistry, Candle Gazing, Tarot Card Reading,
Astrology, Dowsing, Kundalini Experiences (being slain in the spirit),
Rosicrucianism, Freemasonry, the Illuminati and many others
Colossians 2:8-10, “Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain
deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after
Christ. For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily. And ye are
complete in him, which is the head of all principality and power:”
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